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The use of digital communication is becoming increasingly common in Brazil (BRAZIL, 2015). It is therefore pertinent to discuss the political use of social networking sites, as they offer political actors the opportunity to publish content directly and to assess the responses of their interlocutors (RUEDIGER, 2017).

A significant amount of research has already been dedicated to examining such elements as the character of posts published on certain profiles. Such diagnoses are almost always accompanied by measurements of total numbers of followers, numbers of users followed, or numbers of posts liked (NIELSEN and VACCARI, 2013). Such studies tend to describe the dynamics of political actors’ individual use of communication tools and to search for patterns according to party affiliation, age, gender and so on (EVANS, CORDOVA and SIPOLE, 2014; MARQUES, AQUINO and MIOLA, 2014).

This article differs from the lion’s share of the research mentioned above for two reasons. First, the emphasis here is not on how particular leaders use social networking sites personally, but on how State institutions use them. Second, this article proposes investigating how these institutions employ digital communication in times of political crisis. This approach demands a qualitative methodological strategy distinct from those used so far in other publications in this field (AGGIO, 2016; CASERO-RIPOLES, SINTES-OLIVELLA and FRANCH, 2017; LASSEN and BROWN, 2011; MARQUES and MONT’ALVERNE, 2016; RAMOS-SERRANO, GÓMEZ and PINEDA, 2016).

During the early years of digital communication networks, scholars argued that most State bodies favored what used to be known as ‘institutional presence’ – that is, an emphasis on providing primary information, such as addresses, contact telephone numbers, or the biographical details of important personnel (GOMES, 2005; LEE and VANDYKE, 2015). The combination of increased access to digital communication resources in recent years and increased sophistication in public service provision raises another question: to what degree does public-facing communication on the part of State entities differ from communication used to address political and party interests? In other words, do public institutions use social media to increase transparency, participation and debate (MIOLA and
MARQUES, 2017; ZÉMOR, 2012), or do they seek to fulfill an instrumental role by aiming to favor the perspectives of leaders, governments and parties (BARROS and MIOLA, 2015; BUCCI, 2015; WEBER, 2007)? In order to investigate whether and to what extent State public communications are instrumentalized in this way, we proposed a study of posts on the official Twitter profiles of four Brazilian State institutions: the Chamber of Deputies, the Federal Senate, the Presidential Palace and the Federal Supreme Court (STF).

Twitter was chosen in view of the fact that official documents, such as the ‘Guidelines on Social Media Use’ (BRAZIL, 2014) prepared by the Office of the Secretary of Communication of the Office of the President, suggest that Twitter should be given precedence over other forms of social media as it is, in the opinion of the Office of the Secretary, a “popular [tool] among political elites and opinion-makers” (BRAZIL, 2015, p. 50).

This article considers only posts addressing the impeachment process that ultimately ousted former Workers’ Party (PT) president Dilma Rousseff, accused of having committed a ‘crime of responsibility’. The period we looked at ran from January 2015 to December 2016. This time frame was chosen due to its political importance. Key political events included: pro- and anti-impeachment street demonstrations (March, April, August and December 2015); the formal impeachment process, which started with the acceptance of the complaint by the Chamber of Deputies in December 2015; the opening of the Senate inquiry in May 2016; and the final hearing, held between August 26 and 31, 2016.

The four Twitter profiles that we chose were selected because of the central importance of the four entities throughout the impeachment process: the Presidential Palace houses the leadership of the Federal Executive Branch; the Chamber of Deputies and the Federal Senate decide on whether an impeachment trial can be opened and carried forward; and the Federal Supreme Court rules on the constitutionality of the proceedings. An understanding of how each entity used Twitter during this politically epochal period is therefore of fundamental importance. The questions that guided our research were: how did these Twitter profiles behave during this moment of political crisis? To what extent is it possible
to say that these Twitter profiles were instrumentalized in a partisan fashion during
the impeachment process?

Based on the literature review – presented in the theoretical discussion – our working
hypothesis is: ‘The official Twitter profiles managed by State institutions favor the
publication of posts promoting political position-taking. This indicates
instrumentalization of the available communication tools’.

We took a quantitative approach to measuring the frequency of the terms
‘impeachment’, ‘impedimento’ (impeachment), ‘afastamento’ (impeachment) and
‘golpe’ (coup) in posts on the profiles we examined. A quantitative stratagem of this
type allows for a qualitative approach – made possible through Content Analysis.
Examining content allows us to diagnose the ways in which these entities handled
the impeachment process in greater detail.

The article is divided into four sections. In the first one, we discuss the
concept of State entities using social networking sites for public communication
purposes. In the second, we detail the methodological strategies we used for this
article. In the third section, we present our quantitative and qualitative data. In the
conclusion, we discuss our findings and compare them with the relevant literature.

The use of digital social media by State entities for public communication

Public communication involves at least two dimensions: firstly, there is the
normative dimension, according to which the primary purpose of State communication is
to encourage civic participation and thereby improve service provision and social
control through transparency mechanisms; the second dimension privileges
strategic communication that seeks to construct public images with the goal of
conquering or maintaining power niches (BUCCI, 2015; MIOLA and MARQUES,
2017). Canel and Sanders (2016) recognize this last facet in their treatment of
examples where government communications (using tools derived from the public
relations industry) seeks to influence decision-makers in order to gain support for
particular policies.

Thus, on the one hand, government entities emphasize the potential of
social media to aid the public in making decisions by providing them with
relevant information; on the other, scholars working in this area are clearly worried
about public communications being manipulated to serve partisan interests. This
article understands the instrumentalization of communication as the use of media to direct messages with the object of fulfilling particular interests (EBERWEIN et al., 2015). A body of work has dedicated itself to examining the extent to which political groups in government positions seek to influence public communication to serve their own interests (BUCCI, 2015; MIOLA, 2009).

The literature illustrates several cases of instrumentalization of public communication. In Brazil, political interference in public communications has been shown to go back as far as the Vargas era (JAMBEIRO, 2002). The rise of democratic governments in recent decades has not been free of criticism of how State entities communicate: “Brazil’s so-called ‘public communication’ has almost nothing ‘public’ about it. It is simply indoctrination. [...] Can an ideological propaganda factory be called ‘public’?” (BUCCI, 2015, p. 16).

Lashley (1992), writing about the United States of America – specifically the communication strategies of the Johnson, Nixon, Carter and Reagan administrations – finds that governments “imposed policy preferences that not only determined the appropriation outcomes but also defined the organizational structure, decision-making processes and programming content of public television” (LASHLEY, 1992, p. 772). Graber (2002) points out that all types of political communication – even public State communication – contemplate certain corporate interests. She identifies contests between the ‘technical’ and ‘political’ objectives of communication by public agencies.

It should be noted, however, that not every strategic communication approach implies political instrumentalization. Graber (2002), for example, regards attempts by public entities to convince and persuade as an inherent component of democratic government. In other words, communication can be regularly used to create positive institutional images and reputations – and these images legitimize the actions of public bodies (CONRAD and TERRY, 2015). In the case of digital social media, the literature highlights the need for public institutions to establish strategies for using these platforms, by taking into account their goals as well as their technical and human resources (CAMPILLO-ALHAMA and MARTÍNEZ-SALA, 2017; TANDAZO, GALARZA and BENAVIDES, 2016).
It is clear, then, that communicating with citizens to create and maintain an institutional image is not the same as using public communication to favor political parties or actors. The institutions analyzed here use their communication channels to convince citizens that their actions are beneficial. In the light of the foregoing, this paper considers that instrumentalization of State communication has taken place when favoritism is shown towards certain political parties or actors. In other words, instrumentalization goes against the normative assumptions underpinning State public communication (MIOLA and MARQUES, 2017).

With this in mind, it is essential to verify the extent to which instrumentalization manifests itself in social networking sites – especially in times of political crisis. It should also be emphasized that part of the literature characterizes Twitter as a ‘chaotic’ environment, given both the amount of posts published and the speed with which messages are updated (HONEYCUTT and HERRING, 2009).

A number of studies in the area highlight the growing adoption of Twitter by key political leaders – if not to facilitate citizen interaction, at least to announce decisions or political positions (ENLI, 2017; GOLBECK, GRIMES and ROGERS, 2010; MARQUES, AQUINO and MIOLA, 2014; OTT, 2017; PARMELEE and BICHARD, 2011; ROSSINI and LEAL, 2012). Twitter has thus become an essential environment for announcing government decisions and, of course, for promoting public images (ENLI and SKOGERBØ, 2013; JACKSON and LILLEKER, 2011).

A considerable part of the studies examining Twitter as a political tool focus on the electoral communication strategies employed by candidates (GOMES et al., 2009; VERGEER, HERMANS and SAMS, 2013; WILLIAMS and GULATI, 2013). The possibility of establishing a channel of communication unfiltered by journalists – the adoption of which does not necessarily imply greater willingness to interact with voters (HEMSLEY et al., 2018) – has been a key focus of research (AHARONY, 2012; ENLI and SKOGERBØ, 2013; JACKSON and LILLEKER, 2011; JUNGHERR, 2016; LARSSON and KALSNES, 2014). There have been many research articles published that attempt to define the discursive differences characteristic of each communication strategy (BOR, 2013; LASSEN and BROWN, 2011; UTZ, 2009).
Although a significant portion of articles on political communication via Twitter focus on election periods, it is well known that Twitter is also regularly used by State bodies. They use digital communication platforms to provide information and services and to promote participation and social control of public administration (BARROS and MIOLA, 2015; KHAN, YOON and PARK, 2014).

According to Mergel (2013), official communication strategies usually employ three approaches: push, pull, and networking. The push strategy involves simply sending information to the public through digital social media; in the pull strategy, users are redirected to websites, which opens a space for networking, and this provides opportunities for greater engagement. It is possible that individual institutions may choose to emphasize a particular approach (dissemination of information or interaction with citizens).

This paper proposes to investigate not only the regular use of social networks by official bodies, but also to examine how specific scenarios, such as political crises, can affect the characteristics of online public communications.

It is important to clarify that the ‘crisis’ here refers to the process, beginning in December 2015, of removing Dilma Rousseff from the office of president of the Republic. It was in that month that then president of the Chamber of Deputies, Eduardo Cunha (Brazilian Democratic Movement (MDB)), accepted the complaint submitted by the lawyers Hélio Bicudo, Janaína Paschoal and Miguel Reale Junior. The allegation of ‘crime of responsibility’ was contested by various sectors of society: legal experts, politicians and national and international entities described the impeachment as a ‘coup’ motivated, among other reasons, by a desire for personal revenge on the part of Cunha (who had not received the help that he had sought from Rousseff’s Workers’ Party (PT) to bar the investigation of complaints laid against him in Congress)\(^1\).

Importantly, this was not the first time that a president elected by popular vote had faced removal from office: Fernando Collor was impeached in 1992 (SALLUM JR. and CASARÃO, 2011). Part of the literature devoted to studying the different processes for removing elected officials in Latin America (PÉREZ-LIÑÁN,
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2007) highlights the relevance of at least three agents in such crises: mass-communication institutions, often accused of working against the democratic order (ALBUQUERQUE, 2017); the Legislative Branch, riven with internal conflicts; and popular discontent, especially widespread rejection of politicians by the public who voted them into office (ALONSO, 2017).

Before moving on to the next point, it is essential to point out that the literature on the interface between communication and crisis management deals with situations from both the corporate and political worlds. The existence of a dispute concerning the way events are framed and interpreted by public opinion is a frequent finding in the area of organizational and administrative communication (BOIN, HART and McCONNELL, 2009; STURGES, 1994). Many studies noted the strategic adoption of dramatic gestures, the creation of pseudo-events and the promotion of labels aimed at raising awareness in an audience (in the case of the hashtags (#NãoVaiTerGolpe [ThereWillBeNoCoup] and #StopCoupInBrazil) during the impeachment of Rousseff and in similar crises. The purpose of communication at such times is to set out courses of action that can counter interpretations of the world contrary to the interests of those disseminating the messages (HART, 1993). Empirical research into the extent to which such crises affect the public communication standards adopted by State institutions offers new insights into the discussion of the ways in which digital communication is used.

Methodological strategies

In order to answer the research questions presented in the introduction, a quantitative and qualitative study was proposed with the aim of verifying: 01. the frequency of posts dealing with one of the following keywords: ‘impeachment’, ‘impedimento’, ‘afastamento’ and ‘golpe’; and 02. the content linked to these tweets. Our hypothesis, derived from the literature, is that: ‘The official Twitter profiles managed by State institutions favor the publication of posts promoting political position-taking. This indicates instrumentalization of the available communication tools’.

We started out by creating a general overview of each profile that considered its creation date and number of followers. We then manually collected posts from 2015 and 2016 that contained the words ‘impeachment’, ‘impedimento’,
‘afastamento’ and ‘golpe’. This took place between 08 and 13 June 2017; we used Twitter’s own search tool for maximum accuracy. Our search yielded 860 tweets containing at least one of the keywords mentioned above. After undertaking a double-checking process, however, we noted that 65 posts were unrelated to the impeachment of President Rousseff (in cases where the terms ‘impedimento’ and ‘afastamento’ related to other matters) and this reduced our corpus of eligible tweets to 795.

Our next step was to create Content Analysis categories. In doing so, we referred to both our corpus (BARDIN, 1977) and previous tweet categorization studies (AGGIO, 2016; BAXTER, MARCELLA and O’SHEA, 2016; CASERO-RIPOLLÉS, SINTES-OLIVELLA and FRANCH, 2017). We then drew up a codebook specific to this study.

Analysis of the posts was based on two variables: 01. the first was the form of the tweet (was there direct interaction with other users? Understanding this helps verify to what extent any instrumentalization is related to mentions of the political actors); 02. the second variable related to content (subdivided into seven mutually exclusive categories). Our codebook is detailed below.

**Tweet form (direct interaction with users via re-tweet, response, or direct mention of “@” by users)**

Dummy variable that identifies if a tweet interacts directly with other accounts. These interactions are recorded when an institution uses the ‘@’ symbol to refer to other users or when it re-tweets or replies to a post. This variable relates to a specific characteristic of Twitter, i.e., the possibility of using interaction as a communication strategy. This includes using interaction with other users as part of measures aimed at segmenting the target audience or valorizing the views of supporters (HEMSLEY et al., 2018).

**Example**

#GovInforma o desespero da @Veja, @RevistaISTOE e @RevistaEpoca que ‘denunciam’ compra de votos contra impeachment. (#GovInforma of @Veja,
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@RevistaSTOE and @RevistaEpoca’s frustration, who ‘denounced’ payments for votes against impeachment)².

**Tweet content**

Variable divided into seven categories based on the main subject in each tweet. The categories set out below are mutually exclusive; we have included example posts for each category.

**Framework 01. Categories for analysis of post content**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01. Steps in the impeachment process</td>
<td>Tweets that merely report on the general steps of the impeachment process, such as dates when certain formal steps in the process will occur.</td>
<td>#impeachment - De 07 a 12 de julho - alegações finais da acusação. [#impeachment - July 07-12 – prosecution’s closing arguments.] (Senate – 06/23/16: <a href="https://goo.gl/sZ1LgD">https://goo.gl/sZ1LgD</a>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02. Media agenda</td>
<td>Invitation to follow radio broadcasts (statements, interviews) or to consult materials related to the impeachment trial sessions; announcements of when institutional representatives will give interviews or make statements.</td>
<td>Acompanhe ao vivo a sessão para discussão do pedido de impeachment de Dilma pelo YouTube. [Watch the Congressional hearing on the request to impeach Dilma live on YouTube.] <a href="https://goo.gl/71zn1a">https://goo.gl/71zn1a</a> (Chamber of Deputies - 04/15/16: <a href="https://goo.gl/LNzmdv">https://goo.gl/LNzmdv</a>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03. Dissemination of news</td>
<td>Indication of factual or news publications divulged by the institution (content with no apparent political position); tweets that utilize any partisan ideological terms do not fall into this category.</td>
<td>Negada liminar em que ex-presidente Dilma buscava suspender impeachment: [The injunction that ex-President Dilma had hoped would suspend her impeachment has been denied:] <a href="https://goo.gl/1W1XKB">https://goo.gl/1W1XKB</a> (STF - 10/20/2016: <a href="https://goo.gl/mlXQ0I">https://goo.gl/mlXQ0I</a>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04. Reporting on political achievements</td>
<td>Direct mention of previous political plans or programs, as well as ongoing initiatives or promised future ones.</td>
<td>@AgoraNoPanalto: Dilma lança navio e reafirma R$ 3,5 bi para @DefesaGovBr ao som de ‘não vai ter golpe’ [Dilma launches ship, reaffirming R$ 3.5 billion to @DefesaGovBr to the sound of ‘there will be no coup’] - <a href="http://bit.ly/1UWfEvL">http://bit.ly/1UWfEvL</a>. (Presidential Palace - 04/06/2016: <a href="https://goo.gl/tZB75e">https://goo.gl/tZB75e</a>).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

²Presidential Palace, Twitter post, 04/10/16, <https://goo.gl/zUwrFk>. 

---
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>05. Criticism and negative campaigning</th>
<th>Tweets with content that directly attacks other institutions or policymakers.</th>
<th>Dilma diz a @randolfeap que impeachment começou com chantagem de Cunha [Dilma tells @randolfeap that impeachment began with blackmail by Cunha], <a href="http://bit.ly/2c0YU3E">http://bit.ly/2c0YU3E</a> (Federal Senate – 08/29/2016: <a href="https://goo.gl/Jc3PWw">https://goo.gl/Jc3PWw</a>).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06. Promotion of ideas and expression of positions</td>
<td>Publications that exalt political ideologies or express political opinions and/or positions.</td>
<td>‘Combate à corrupção se faz dentro dos marcos legais, o resto é golpe!’ [‘Fighting corruption must be done within the law, everything else is a coup!’], Camila Gomes #EmDefesaDaDemocracia [Presidential Palace – 03/22/2016: <a href="https://goo.gl/5PpHRD">https://goo.gl/5PpHRD</a>].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07. Others</td>
<td>Tweets that do not fit into any of the categories outlined above.</td>
<td>‘Todo mundo de olho no Senado durante o julgamento de impeachment’. [‘All eyes on the Senate during the impeachment trial’], <a href="http://bit.ly/Tm3Z4b">http://bit.ly/Tm3Z4b</a>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

As is apparent, the categories related to the ‘tweet content’ variable were structured to identify whether the institutions were examined favored normative public communication (categories 01, 02, or 03) or instrumentalized Twitter for partisan communication (categories 04, 05, or 06).

With our categories at the ready, we started exploring the material. At this stage, three coders were trained to classify the contents of the tweets. After the exploratory stage, we undertook a reliability test with 84 tweets (slightly more than 10% of the corpus) posted by the four profiles (the number of posts used in the test was proportional to the presence of each institution in the corpus). We opted for the Krippendorff’s alpha test because of its higher statistical power and the fact that it meets all the criteria for a good measure of reliability (HAYES and KRIPPENDORFF, 2007). In addition, Krippendorff’s alpha stands out as one of the most frequently used tests in political communications research (MAIA, BOTELHO and MUNDIM, 2011; RAMOS-SERRANO, GÓMEZ and PINEDA, 2016). These results allowed us to adjust the methods that the three coders used to classify tweets. At the end of the
process, we achieved a Krippendorff alpha score of 0.795 – considered reliable by literature in the area (KRIPPENDORFF, 2004). It is important to point out that we only took into consideration the text published in each tweet, i.e., we did not consider any images or the content of any links.

In order to provide answers to our initial questions, the following topic includes, in addition to the descriptive frequencies, the chi-squared and Cramér’s V statistical tests. The chi-squared test verifies if there is a statistically significant association between categorical variables; the Cramér’s V test indicates the degree of this association. We also present the standardized residuals of the contents of the posts (allowing for the identification of differences between observed and expected values in a given distribution). Finally, we present the correspondence analysis – an exploratory data technique that allows for graphic visualization of categorical variables (HAIR JR. et al., 2009).

**Presentation of data**

Table 01 presents information on the profiles studied in this project. As can be seen, the profile of the Federal Supreme Court has the most followers at the time of data collection. The Twitter accounts analyzed in this project were created between May and August of 2009.

**Table 01.** Data from the Twitter profiles that we analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account name</th>
<th>Profile name</th>
<th>Created</th>
<th>Followers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chamber of Deputies</td>
<td>@CamaraDeputados</td>
<td>07/31/2009</td>
<td>625,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Senate</td>
<td>@SenadoFederal</td>
<td>05/14/2009</td>
<td>565,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential Palace</td>
<td>@AgoraNoPlanalto</td>
<td>06/01/2009</td>
<td>716,783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Supreme Court</td>
<td>@STF_oficial</td>
<td>08/24/2009</td>
<td>1,496,840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors, with data from Twitter. Data collection carried out on June, 08, 2017.

Table 02 shows the distribution of the 795 tweets from the four institutional profiles making up the research corpus. The Federal Senate, with 477 tweets, was the profile with the highest number of posts, representing almost 60% of all publications during the period. Next was the Chamber of Deputies, with 132 posts, the Presidential Palace with 101 and the Federal Supreme Court with 85.
Table 02. Quantity of tweets between 2015 and 2016 with the keywords

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Presidential Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>Federal Supreme Court</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>101 (13%)</td>
<td>132 (17%)</td>
<td>477 (60%)</td>
<td>85 (11%)</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total tweets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors, with data from Twitter.

Although our corpus consists of the 795 tweets presented above, it should be noted that the four keywords highlighted in this investigation (‘impeachment’, ‘impedimento’, ‘afastamento’ and ‘golpe’) were used 821 times within them due to repetition or use of more than one term per tweet.

For instance, the Presidential Palace profile published a total of 101 tweets containing at least one of the keywords during the period in question. However, there were occasions when ‘impeachment’ and ‘golpe’ were cited simultaneously used in the same tweet. This can be seen in the following post: “@Dilmabr: ‘Constituição prevê ‘impeachment’, mas não a invenção de motivos, e é isso que chamo de ‘golpe’ [The Constitution provides for ‘impeachment’, but not for making up motives and this is what I call a ‘coup’]”.

Table 03 shows the frequency with which the profiles used the terms. Note that the Presidential Palace was the institution that most mentioned the word ‘golpe’, followed by the Federal Senate. The Chamber of Deputies used this term only once. The Federal Supreme Court did not use this term during the period.

Table 03. Frequency of keywords between 2015 and 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chamber of Deputies</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129 (96%)</td>
<td>01 (1%)</td>
<td>03 (2%)</td>
<td>01 (1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Senate</td>
<td>449 (92%)</td>
<td>07 (1%)</td>
<td>14 (3%)</td>
<td>18 (4%)</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential Palace</td>
<td>68 (60%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>02 (2%)</td>
<td>43 (38%)</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Supreme Court</td>
<td>79 (92%)</td>
<td>03 (3%)</td>
<td>04 (5%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>725 (11%)</td>
<td>23 (3%)</td>
<td>62 (821)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors, with data from Twitter.

Graph 01 shows the evolution over time of the 795 posts between January 2015 and December 2016. The first to publish a post with the word ‘impeachment’ was the Federal Senate, on February 10, 2015.

**Graph 01. Monthly distribution of the tweets by profile**

Graph 01 makes it clear that the first moment with a simultaneous tweet/keyword peak was December 2015 – the moment when the impeachment proposal presented to the Chamber of Deputies was accepted by president of the Chamber Eduardo Cunha. A total of 71 tweets were posted in that month, with the Federal Supreme Court profile, with 24 posts, being the most active.

The second moment with the highest number of tweets occurred in April 2016, when Dilma Rousseff’s removal was voted on in a Chamber of Deputies plenary session. The total number for the month, adding together posts from all four profiles, was 179. The Federal Senate was the most active profile at the time, reaching 61 tweets. In April, the Presidential Palace profile reached its maximum number of tweets per month during the period studied, with 44 messages.

In May 2016, the Federal Senate profile published 128 tweets. May was the month with the second-highest number of posts coming from the Federal Senate, second only to August 2016, when it published the keywords 148 times (August,
incidentally, was the month when Federal Senate permanently removed Dilma from office, which shows clear synchronization between communication and politics).

The Presidential Palace profile posted 101 tweets in the period we studied. They were concentrated within four months: 22 posts in December 2015; 15 in March 2016; 44 in April 2016; and 20 in May 2016 (when the Chamber of Deputies suspended the mandate of President Rousseff and Michel Temer (MDB) took office). After May 2016, words referring to impeachment were no longer used by the Presidential Palace profile. Even though the impeachment process continued in the Federal Senate, the Presidential Palace ceased to address the issue.

Now that we have presented the temporal distribution of the posts, it is time to look at the qualitative dimension. We first considered the frequency of direct interaction between institutional profiles and other users, whether through re-tweet, response or direct mention. This is an essential source of data to verify our hypothesis, as it helps us investigate the extent to which political instrumentalization manifests itself through mentions of political actors – accounts from other users can be used to reinforce an opinion, for example. Graph 02 shows the quantity of interactions.

We wish to point out that the Chamber and the STF profiles did not interact with any other Twitter profiles. In other words, they focused on content they produced themselves. The profiles of the Presidential Palace and the Federal Senate published 23 and 117 interactive tweets, respectively. In other words, interaction occurred in 22.7% of the Presidential Palace tweets and 24.5% of the Senate tweets. It should also be noted that among the 23 interactions engaged in by the Presidential Palace profile, 14 were directed directly at the former President Rousseff. On the other nine occasions, the Presidential Palace’s interactive posts were directed at various parties, such as ministers, the Federal Attorney General and news media (@Veja, @RevistaSTOE and @RevistaEpoca). “Prefeitos repudiam impeachment e dizem que processo contra @Dilmabr desestabiliza País http://goo.gl/zglLJe” [“Mayors reject impeachment and say investigation against @Dilmabr destabilizes the Country”].

---
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Graph 02. Tweets with interactions by profile

At times, the Presidential Palace profile also highlighted the support of other political personalities for Rousseff, tagging their profiles: "@jaqueswagner: (…) “Tenho convicção de que ele acha, como nós, que não há lastro para impeachment” [“I am convinced that he thinks, like us, that there is no basis for impeachment.”]⁵ And “Usar impeachment para resolver problema político é afronta à democracia, avalia ministro @edinhosilva” [Using impeachment to solve political problems is an affront to democracy, in the opinion of minister @edinhosilva]⁶.

The Senate profile interacted in 117 tweets, with 35 of its messages referring to Senator Antonio Anastasia from the PSDB party (@Anastasia), the deputy responsible for reporting to the Special Impeachment Commission established in Congress. The other mentions made by the Senate profile dealt, in general, with the positions of several senators regarding the trial.

---

⁵Presidential Palace, Twitter Post, 12/03/2015, <https://twitter.com/planalto/status/672427021591560192>.
“A Comissão do Impeachment vai votar o relatório do senador @Anastasia, que é favorável à admissibilidade do processo” [The Impeachment Commission will vote on Senator @Anastasia’s report, which favors the admissibility of the trial]7.

Federal Senate posts that interact with other profiles highlighted Congressional support both for and against Rousseff’s removal and reported regularly on the process. Thus, it can be noted that the Senate presents a less instrumentalized partisan communication posture when compared to the Presidential Palace.

“@lasiermartins: há elementos jurídicos e políticos para o impeachment” [“@Lasiermartins: there are legal and political grounds for impeachment”]8. And “@LindbergFarias: ‘Impeachment é golpe e nós vamos resistir ao governo Temer’ [“The impeachment is a coup and we are going to fight back against the Temer government”]9.

We then verified the type of content emphasized by these publications. For this, the 795 tweets were classified according to the seven categories proposed in the methodology section: 01. steps in the impeachment process; 02. media agenda; 03. dissemination of news; 04. reporting on political achievements; 05. criticism and negative campaigning; 06. promotion of ideas and expression of positions; 07. other.

Of the 795 tweets, the most frequent content referred to ‘dissemination of news’, with 408 posts, representing 51.32% of the total tweets. The second most published type of content was ‘steps in the impeachment process’, with 152 tweets (19.12% of the total). ‘Promotion of ideas and expression of positions’ comes close behind, reaching 150 tweets (18.87% of total posts). Table 04 presents the distribution of the total content of the profiles we examined.

It should be noted that 629 tweets (79.12% of the corpus) were classified into one of the categories that identify an instance of public communication as tending toward what the literature defines as normative (‘dissemination of news’, ‘steps in the impeachment process’ and ‘media agenda’). One hundred fifty-seven tweets (18.7%) were classified into the categories that identify the use of Twitter as
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a partisan communication tool (‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’, ‘criticism and negative campaigning’ and ‘reporting of political achievements’).

Table 04. Topics of posts published by the profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination of news</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>51.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps in the impeachment process</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>19.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of ideas and expression of positions</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>18.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media agenda</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>8.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>1.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism and negative campaigning</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting of political achievements</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors, with data from Twitter.

Table 05 shows the types of content each of the four profiles published over the 24-month period. In addition to the frequencies, percentages and standardized residuals, the same table shows the respective chi-squared and Cramér’s V values. The chi-squared value indicates that there is a statistically significant association between the variables of ‘Twitter profile’ and ‘content’ (their distributions do not occur independently), while the Cramér’s V value shows that this association is moderate, occurring in 38% of cases.

It is clear from the table below that the Presidential Palace profile mainly published tweets in the ‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’ category: 80 of the total 101 analyzed posts made some kind of value judgment about the ongoing political process. In addition, the Presidential Palace’s Twitter account alone posted 53.30% of all corpus tweets in this category. This fact is evidenced by the strength of the standardized residual¹⁰ (s.r. 14). We note that, in addition to the high percentage of messages related to political positioning, the Presidential Palace profile published 43 tweets specifically containing the word ‘golpe’ (‘coup’), indicating a clear position against impeachment.

---

¹⁰The standardized residual permits a direct comparison between values; it identifies the difference between observed and expected values in a distribution. In the confidence interval we applied of 95%, any value beyond +/- 1.96 is statistically significant (FIELD, 2005).
Table 05. Types of content published by profile and residuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps in the impeachment process</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media agenda</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dissemination of news</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting on political achievements</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criticism and negative campaigning</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Promotion of ideas and expression of positions</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized residual</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Pres. Palace</th>
<th>Chamber of Deputies</th>
<th>Federal Senate</th>
<th>STF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count (n)</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Elaborated by the authors, with data from Twitter.
Note: Chi-squared = 351.66 (p = 0.000); Cramér’s V = 0.384.

In the Chamber of Deputies’ profile, the type of content most posted was ‘dissemination of news’, with 78 tweets (about 59% of this profile’s total). However, the most powerful theme was ‘media agenda’, with a standardized residual of 2.8; posts containing ‘positioning’ were the weakest (s.r. -3.2). It is therefore possible to infer that the Chamber of Deputies attempted to avoid passing value judgments about the process.

As stated earlier, the Federal Senate profile published 477 tweets mentioning at least one of the four terms in the reporting period, representing about 60% of the total corpus. In the case of the Senate, the most prevalent content was that related to ‘dissemination of news’, with 240 tweets (about 50% of the total
posted by this profile). Then came ‘steps in the impeachment process’ with 128 tweets and ‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’ with only 55 tweets. It should be noted that the theme with the greatest strength was ‘steps in the impeachment process’, with a standardized residual of 3.90. Only 18 posts from the Federal Senate mentioned the word ‘golpe’; these tweets reported, in their majority, the positions of government senators opposed to impeachment. Therefore, even when mentioning the term ‘golpe’, the Federal Senate profile was careful to ascribe this word to other political actors, avoiding having to assume any direct position. This is what happens in the following example, in which the Senate mentions Jorge Viana (PT): “@jorgeviana diz que Dilma está sofrendo um golpe parlamentar” [“@Jorgeviana says Dilma is the victim of a parliamentary coup”]11.

It is noteworthy, moreover, that all tweets classified into the ‘other’ category – tweets that do not fit any of the outlined categories – were published by the Federal Senate. “Quem é quem no processo de impeachment?” [“Who’s who in the impeachment process?”]12.

The Federal Supreme Court profile published 85 tweets featuring one of the four keywords, the most recurring content being ‘dissemination of news’, with 74 tweets (representing approximately 87% of total posts from this profile). It is also noteworthy that the relevance of this content in numerous STF posts is also perceived by the strength of the standardized residual of 4.60. This profile’s interest in avoiding expressing any position is evident, as the profile published only six tweets related to the ‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’ category - the lowest among the four institutions (s.r. -2.50). It is noteworthy that no STF tweet used the word ‘golpe’.

“Para min Toffoli, a autorização da Câmara para o processo de impeachment não dá margens para recusa do Senado” [“For Justice Toffoli, the Chamber’s

authorization of the impeachment process does not leave any space for the Senate to refuse”\(^{13}\).

By further differentiating the categories related to normative public communication (‘dissemination of news’, ‘steps in the impeachment process’ and ‘media agenda’) and the categories that identify instrumentalization of political communication (‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’, ‘criticism and negative campaigning’ and ‘reporting of political achievements’), the sum of the first categories by profile are: 16 tweets from the Presidential Palace; 122 from the Chamber of Deputies; 410 from the Federal Senate; and 79 from the STF. The categories relating to partisan instrumentalization of communication were made up of 83 tweets from the Presidential Palace, ten from the Chamber of Deputies, 58 from the Senate and only six from the STF. The Presidential Palace, therefore, was the only profile that instrumentalized its communication channel in an effort to favor a specific set of political actors.

The association between the accounts analyzed and the topics posted about is more evident in Graph 03, which identifies – through correspondence analysis – the degree of association between the institutional profiles and the themes into which their tweets were classified.

Visual display of the information supports the finding that the Presidential Palace profile, isolated on the right side of the graph, is close to ‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’, ‘criticism and negative campaigning’ and ‘reporting of political achievements’ topics. The other three profiles can be found on the left side of the chart, with only the STF next to the theme ‘dissemination of news’. The Chamber of Deputies’ profile, on the other hand, is situated between ‘dissemination of news’ and ‘media agenda’, while the Federal Senate account is closer to the ‘steps in the impeachment process’ and ‘media agenda’ categories. It should also be noted that ‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’ predominates in the Presidential Palace profile, with a high positive standardized residual (s.r. 14), while the other three profiles present negative residuals for this category: Chamber of Deputies (s.r. -3.2), Federal Senate (s.r. -3.7), Federal Supreme Court (s.r. -2.5). We will now move to key research findings based on relevant literature.

Discussion of the results and conclusions

This article proposed two objectives: to classify and understand the content relating to the impeachment process published on the Twitter profiles administered by the Chamber of Deputies, Federal Senate, Presidential Palace and Federal Supreme Court; and to verify whether and to what extent, there was any instrumentalization of official communication platforms for partisan purposes. Our working hypothesis was that the official Twitter profiles managed by State institutions emphasize the publication of posts promoting political position-taking. This indicates the instrumentalization of the available communication tools.

Given the results, it can be concluded that our hypothesis has been only partially confirmed, since instrumentalization of public communication for partisan interests occurred only on the Presidential Palace’s profile. This profile favored positioning-taking tweets (i.e., anti-impeachment tweets) and when the profile did interact with other profiles, it tended to mention the profile of Dilma Rousseff.
Although the other three profiles adopted a different Twitter utilization strategy (in terms of the frequency of publications, interactions with other users and the nature of posted content), we noted that the Chamber of Deputies and the Federal Supreme Court emphasized the dissemination of news. The Senate account tended to post on the steps in the impeachment process. That is to say that the predominant categories of content published by these three accounts are related to normative public communication.

The profile of the Presidential Palace, especially in the period before April 2016 (Rousseff was temporarily removed from office in May of that year), adopted a defensive position vis-à-vis the impeachment, with most of its tweets falling into the category ‘promotion of ideas and expression of positions’. The Presidential Palace was the only of the four entities that presented more content related to ‘positioning’ than ‘news’. This demonstrates how the Presidential Palace was more concerned with criticizing or coming out against the situation, especially by using the term ‘golpe’. Moreover, the fact that the Presidential Palace profile stopped mentioning the impeachment as soon as Rousseff was suspended reinforces the impression that the profile had been politically instrumentalized. The Presidential Palace profile’s behavior, therefore, reinforces the diagnosis of instrumentalization of public communication.

It is not surprising that the Presidential Palace profile adopted the stance identified here – especially because it is more directly linked to the construction of the image of the then president and her administration. The profiles of the two legislative houses, on the other hand, are more informative because of the number of members (and their various parties) who hold office in Congress (even though these institutional profiles highlight the positions of representatives who have conflicting worldviews).

This finding refutes the assertion that Deputy Eduardo Cunha (MDB) had completely taken over and instrumentalized the communication tools of the Chamber of Deputies. Even though Cunha is accused of emphasizing coverage of subjects of his particular interest using the TV Câmara service (GALVÃO, 2016), the same cannot be said for the publications made on the institution’s official Twitter
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Profile. We therefore signal the need to investigate the possibility that political administrators pay more attention to certain communication platforms than others.

None of the tweets published by the STF was concerned with promoting interactions. The Chamber of Deputies followed the same pattern and did not mention or replicate content from other accounts. The Senate interacted with other profiles with some regularity, but the focus was on giving visibility to the words of several senators – particular attention was given to the profile of Senator Anastasia, the lower house impeachment rapporteur. The Presidential Palace also dedicated part of its posts to interaction but in most cases associated such interaction with a political position – giving visibility to Dilma Rousseff’s personal profile.

In line with the literature, it can be argued that despite the alleged democratizing and responsive character of social networking sites (BERTOT, JAEGGER and GRIMES, 2010; MARGETTS, 2011), Twitter was hardly used to increase interaction and collaboration between public institutions and other users of the network. This low level of interaction also goes against Coombs’ (2007) view that entities are more likely to interact in online environments in times of crisis because they must protect their reputations.

In this regard, Perry, Taylor and Doerfel’s (2003) argument makes more sense. They argue that different organizations have made efforts to use digital communication tools in crisis management situations and in struggles to establish a certain image. By using digital social media, one can gather the impressions of the public of events involving organizations (although this interactive dimension has taken a back seat in our case), as well as improving communication with news media in order to obtain more favorable coverage.

Another important aspect is the fact that the frequency of publication of tweets by the profiles we looked at reflected the political-institutional development of the impeachment processes. In other words, the institutions examined here practically ignored the street demonstrations for and against Dilma Rousseff’s impeachment14 – or at least did not use the keywords contemplated by this investigation in those posts aired during the protests, as can be seen in the low occurrence

of the terms in March 2015 (Graph 01). Officials preferred to pay attention to the process only after it was formally constituted within the Legislative Branch.

There are other peculiarities regarding political uses of digital communication that must be noted at this point. Interestingly, in December 2015 (the month in which the Chamber of Deputies agreed to evaluate the impeachment request), the STF profile was the one that published the most tweets containing the keywords considered here. This can be explained by its addressing questions – especially by the initiative of parliamentarians – about the formal processes of impeachment. During April and May 2016, the profiles with the highest number of posts were the Chamber of Deputies (68 tweets) and the Federal Senate (189 tweets), as there were decisive votes on Dilma’s impeachment in both houses.

Additionally, official communication on Twitter is relevant not only because it presents specific worldviews of events, but because it occupies a social space that enables it to influence other actors participating in debates. Media organizations serve as an example, as they, in addition to reporting on the impeachment, also expressed themselves through editorial statements (MARQUES, MONTALVERNE and MITOZO, 2018). For this reason, the interaction between State and media entities in times of acute democratic crisis should be deepened, as this is when their very solidity and credibility are called into question (ALBUQUERQUE, 2017).

We cannot ignore the fact that the communication structures available to each State entity may vary, directly affecting how they respond to crises. In this sense, the performance of State entities depends not only on external pressures faced by them and their leaders but is also – as Greening and Gray (1994) argue – associated with the amount of resources (personnel and financial) allocated to them in a given situation.

Before concluding the article, we would like to point out that this work’s novelty lies in its study of State institutions’ use of social media, thus contributing to the literature on public communication via digital social media. The analytical framework designed and presented here may be useful for other works that seek to examine moments of severe institutional crisis. The data we obtained are consistent with the separation of public communication into two dimensions, as practiced by previous authors (MIOLA and MARQUES, 2017; WEBER, 2007).
We recognize that the choice of four keywords may have limited our capacity to diagnose institutional communication on Twitter. By specifically emphasizing the terms linked to the impeachment process, other tweets related to the Brazilian political crisis may have been overlooked. However, we believe that the categories created to address the content analysis were sufficient to capture the discursive postures of the four entities we looked at in the most relevant moments of the crisis.

In our view, future research should focus on comparing the different ways that the Executive, Legislative and Judiciary use their communication channels at different administrative levels. This is because other studies in the area have already drawn attention to the need to consider sociability as a dimension that influences the use of digital media for political purposes (HUGHES et al., 2012; HERMAN, 2017). Moreover, it is necessary to study the use of these communication channels at times other than during political crises; analysis of these at other times may lead to different findings from those presented in this study.
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